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Please read this information before the examination starts.

•	 You have 1 hour 15 minutes which includes reading and note-making time.

•	 The paper is divided into two sections.

•	 Answer all the questions in Section A and one question from Section B.

•	 Remember to write Level 2 at the top of your answer page.

•	 Vocabulary, spelling, grammar, punctuation and presentation are important and will be 
taken into account.
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SECTION A: POETRY

Read the poem A Sense of History printed below and answer the questions opposite, 
using complete sentences.
The marks at the end of each question are a guide as to how much you should write in your 
answers.

A Sense of History
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Dry were the words,
dry as the rustling page,
flatly describing extraordinary historical events;
the repeated rebellions of three princes, and
the king their father’s dying rage.
The imprisoned queen was a dull figure,
silent actress on a paper stage.

But visiting the real royal castle
on a day trip from school,
metre-thick walls of cold grey stone 
jarred imagination. Their senses were stimulated
by a sudden raw grasp of the reality of such rule.
Brutal spiked maces and double-edged swords
brought the youngest prince’s cruel
actions frighteningly alive.
They smelled the stench of the midden*,
heard squealing pigs and cackling fowl
among hovels hard by the grim defensive walls.
They saw guttering candles in draughty hidden
tower rooms, gloomy and bare, and shuddered
at the thought of being forbidden
ever to leave this damp, unhealthy place.
Ten years a captive guarded here?

Gladly they boarded the coach
for home and modern comforts,
history having momentarily come too near.

Penny Kent 

*midden = muck heap for domestic waste



(Total marks for this section: 25)

A Sense of History, 2001, reproduced by kind permission of Penny Kent ©
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1. Re-read lines 1–3.
 Write down two words which show that the speaker thinks that history books are boring. (2)

2. Re-read lines 6–7.
 What do you understand these lines to mean? (4)

3. Re-read lines 8–12.
 What do these lines tell us about the effect of the visit on the children?
 Use your own words as far as possible. (4)

4. Explain how the writer uses the senses to build up a detailed picture of life in the castle 
as it used to be. 

 Use brief quotations to support your answer. (6)

5. (a) Re-read the last four lines of the poem (lines 23–26). 
  Explain in as much detail as you can why the children are glad to be going home. (4)

(b) Consider the poem as a whole. 
 Does it convince you that trips to places of historical interest are worthwhile? 
 Explain your answer by referring to details in the poem. (5)

TURN OVER FOR SECTION B



(Total marks: 50)
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SECTION B: IMAGINATIVE WRITING

Write on any ONE of the following topics.
Each one is worth 25 marks.
Credit will be given for good spelling, accurate punctuation and appropriate presentation 
as well as for imaginative and exciting use of vocabulary.

1. Write about a time when you spoke or acted in a manner of which you were later ashamed.

2. Write a story using one of the following titles:

• Modern Comforts

• The Chariot

• The Day Trip

3. Write about your most treasured possession.
You may want to describe:

• the object itself

• how you came to own it

• what it means to you

4. Write a story which begins with the words:
‘She remained still, focusing intently, staring straight ahead.’


